CUSTOM SPOTLIGHT

STERLING

Sterling Arsenal’s

flagship SAR-VX Gladius
proves it’s worth more
than its weight in silver!
By Jorge Amselle
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Sterling Arsenal builds
its custom SAR-VX rifles,
including this Gladius
v3, one at a time to meet
each customer’s specific
requests—down to the
last pin. Rifle shown with a
Leupold Mark 4 scope.
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There was a time in America when
firearms were not mass-produced but made one
at a time by generations of skilled craftsmen working in small shops. These firearms were not cheap or
disposable but heralded as vital investments that paid
dividends in terms of putting food on the table and
protecting the family. While these heirlooms were built
to last and to be passed on from one generation to the
next, their designs were not considered sacrosanct, and as
technology improved, so did many of these firearms.
Guns in America were not wall-hangers for some
museum—firearms were meant to be used. Many old guns
were updated and repaired with new stocks or barrels and
new ignition systems, as flintlocks gave way to percussion caps.
Gunsmiths and rifle-makers were kept busy not just making new
guns, but also working on old ones. It is indeed heartening to see
that this tradition continues to this day. There is no greater feeling
than walking into a craftsman’s workshop and dealing directly with
the person who will build or improve your gun.
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“

On the range,
the rifle performed
about the best of any
I have tested, with
zero malfunctions.

”

Sterling Arsenal, located in Sterling,
Virginia, is one such place, and as is the
case with any custom shop, it specializes.
In Sterling’s case, the focus of its efforts
rests in the latest tactical upgrades and
ARs. The company does not cater to
big-box-store customers; instead, Sterling
focuses on individuals who truly appreciate high quality and have special requests.
Satisfying one such special request is how
I came to find Sterling Arsenal.

Specialty ARs
I had heard the tale of a specialty AR
shop that had custom-built a rifle for
a disabled shooter. That led me to Luis
Rose, the owner of Sterling Arsenal. As
he explained, he had a customer who had
been in a severe diving accident, and as a
result, was mostly paralyzed from the neck

down but did have limited mobility in one
arm. He enjoyed shooting with his brother,
who was in the service, and he wanted an
AR that suited his needs while remaining
as unmodified as possible.
Rose built him one of the Sterling’s
custom SAR-XV AR-15 rifles with a bipod
so he could shoot from a benchrest and
a BT100 bite trigger from BE Adaptive,
a company that specializes in modified
shooting gear for the disabled. The SARXV rifle was also sighted with an EOTech
XPS2, which affords him greater range of
motion while aiming due to its wide field
of view and parallax-free reticle.

TRENDING STERLINGS

W

hat I like about small
custom builders like
Sterling Arsenal is that they
are constantly evolving
and can do so much faster
than the big guys. Keeping
on top of the most popular
trends is the key for small
builders, and the gunsmiths
at Sterling Arsenal are no
exception. The company’s
latest offerings include competition- and operator-grade
AR-platform rifles.
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GLADIUS V4: Sterling’s
fourth-generation SAR-XV
Gladius rifle has many standard features usually only
found on custom-upgraded
guns. The Gladius includes
billet upper and lower
receivers with a variable
tension lock; a Carpenter
steel, magnetic-particle
and high-pressure tested
bolt carrier group matched
to each upper and lower
receiver set; an R416

stainless steel barrel with a
1-in-8-inch twist rate; a 3.5pound CMC trigger; as well
as the choice of enhanced
Magpul furniture and Sterling Arsenal’s HexSphere
modular handguard.
The rifles also come
standard with Cerakote
finishes and are available
in a choice of calibers and
barrel lengths, including
10.5, 12, 16 and 20 inches
for the 5.56mm; 9 inches
for the 300 BLK; 12 and 18
inches for the 6.8 SPC; 12
or 16 inches for the .458
SOCOM; and 7 or 10 inches
for the 9mm. Sterling offers
full lines of suppressors and
optics for creating complete
packages. Sterling also
provides a lifetime reliability
and accuracy guarantee of
sub-MOA performance.

Sterling Arsenal’s custom SAR-XV Gladius
v3 rifle produced very impressive and
consistent sub-MOA results on the range
with two of the types of ammunition as well
as an EOTech holographic sight.

“We also modified the trigger and stock
of the customer’s childhood Ruger 10/22
to accommodate a second bite trigger
and added a rimfire EOTech model. His
mother bought a .22 LR pistol and picked
up the shooting sports as well. They both
now frequently shoot together. It is the first
active experience they’ve shared since his
accident,” said Rose. The bite trigger allows
the shooter to “feel” the trigger and fire the
rifle remotely. It is also easy to remove and
install, and the mouthpiece stays where the
shooter needs it with Velcro straps.
“The customer’s very limited range of
motion allowed him to shoot from the
benchrest position and support the rifle
with his one mobile arm, but the only
way he can fire a complete group of shots
without aid is using a semi-automatic rifle.
As a result, he wanted the highest possible
magazine capacity, since he requires assistance to change magazines or load them,”
said Rose. “While most shooters may take
the ability to reload or shoot unassisted
for granted, for this customer it gave him
a tremendous sense of independence,
and any bans on semi-automatic rifles or
magazine capacity would severely reduce
this customer’s ability to shoot.”

Gladiator Swords
Sterling Arsenal does a lot of custom
work. The company can produce shortbarreled rifles (SBRs), full-auto rifles and
suppressors, and it does brisk business
upgrading customers’ existing guns with
new triggers, sights and other improveJuly 2014 ✦ riflefirepower.com
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Master gunsmith Chris
Nichols assembles and
checks each rifle’s
components for a
superior fit and finish.
Many of the parts the
company uses are
also custom made
to Sterling Arsenal’s
specifications.

ABOVE: Rather than rely on a mélange of parts,
Sterling Arsenal emphasizes custom work in all
the parts it uses. Consider its name a guarantee.
RIGHT: Luis Rose, the owner of Sterling Arsenal,
is a committed gun owner and shooter who
understands that the individual needs of his
customers comes first, last and always.

STERLING ARSENAL SAR-XV GLADIUS V 3
SPECIFICATIONS
CALIBER:
BARREL:
OA LENGTH:
WEIGHT:
STOCK:
SIGHTS:
ACTION:
FINISH:
CAPACITY:
MSRP:

5.56mm NATO
16 inches
33.25-36.5 inches
7.6 pounds (empty)
Magpul STR
YHM flip-up front and rear
Direct impingement semi-auto
Cerakote
30+1
$1,960 (as tested)
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PERFORMANCE
LOAD
Black Hills 60 V-MAX
Hornady 75 Match BTHP
HPR 75 BTHP

VELOCITY                 
ACCURACY
AVERAGE
BEST
2,911
0.85
0.60
2,741
0.92
0.84
2,549
1.94
1.62

Note: Bullet weight measured in grains, velocity in fps by chronograph,
and accuracy in inches for three 5-shot groups at 100 yards.
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ments as well as full-service gunsmithing,
to include barrel threading, contouring,
chambering as well as Duracoat and
Cerakote refinishing. Most of the work is
done by Chris Nichols, a master gunsmith
who is always on site chambering, threading barrels and truing actions. Nichols is
also an experienced long-range shooter
who has won two consecutive Allegheny
Sniper Challenges.
However, Sterling Arsenal’s flagship
product is the AR-platform SAR-XV Gladius v3. This direct-impingement-operated,
semi-automatic AR rifle is chambered in
5.56mm NATO and laden with features
that are typically upgrades on other rifles.
At the heart of the system is the SAR
match-grade, stainless steel, 16-inch,
custom-contoured barrel. I would say it is
slightly less than a heavy-barrel contour,
but it’s close. This custom barrel also features a distinct 1-in-8-inch rate of twist,
which splits the difference between faster
twist rates for heavy bullets and slower
twist rates for lightweight bullets.
The rifle also has a mid-length gas tube
with a low-profile gas block. This tube is
2 inches longer than that found on a standard carbine and moves the gas hole closer
to the muzzle, providing less dwell time,
which helps to reduce wear and tear on
internal parts as well as perceived recoil.
Piston and adjustable gas impingement
models are also available.
The barrel is available in a satin stainless,
bead blasted or Cerakote finish to suit user
preferences. My test sample boasted an
attractive black Cerakote finish that is both
durable and tough. At the back of the barrel
extension Sterling Arsenal has added milspec M4 feed ramps, which are cut wider
and lower than on standard AR rifles.
At the end of the threaded barrel is
a Yankee Hill Manufacturing (YHM)
four-slot Phantom flash suppressor. For
improved accuracy, the barrel is also freefloated within either a Troy Alpha or YHM
Smooth Series handguard (the latter came
on my test carbine), per the customer’s
preferences. The handguard also has a
full-length top rail that only leaves a slight
gap between it and the rail on the flattop
upper receiver. Anti-rotation screws help
ensure that the handguard stays solid and
in position. Sterling Arsenal also installed
the outstanding YHM adjustable, flip-up
iron sights.
The matched upper and lower receivers
are forged from 7075-T6 aluminum and
hardcoat anodized to RC 70 with a matte
July 2014 ✦ riflefirepower.com

NRA Helps Shooters

Adapt And Compete

M

any who enjoy the outdoors and
the shooting sports suffer from
various disabilities that prevent their full
participation. These may be as a result
of injury, age or illness, and no two are
ever the same. Accommodating these
shooters with such a diverse range of
challenges is the business of manufacturers of specialized equipment and
organizations like the NRA.
The NRA Disabled Shooting Services Program
“offers services that
enable thousands of
Americans with physical disabilities to enjoy
a variety of shooting
activities, including
competitive events and
hunting.” They assist shooters in finding
adaptive equipment manufacturers that
can include stands or wheelchair mounts,
breath- or bite-activated power triggers
and other gear and equipment.
BACK IN CONTROL: The NRA also conducts disabled-only shooting events and
competitions open to disabled shooters
using adaptive equipment with medical
waivers. Many shooters will require
assistance in setting up, but thanks to
the adaptive equipment they fully control
their own shots and results. Adaptive
equipment can also help disabled hunters
get back in the field. For more information, visit compete.nra.org/news-andevents/disabled-shooting-services.

black finish. The fit between the two was
excellent, with virtually no play. There is an
internal tensioning screw inside the lower
receiver that helps ensure this tight fit. The
front of the lower receiver also features
some additional checkering, and Sterling
Arsenal also includes extremely nice
engraving on the mag well, with the company name on the left side and Sterling’s
distinct crossed Roman Gladius swords and
“Sic Semper Tyrannis” motto on the right.
The controls are all standard AR, with
the magazine release on the right side and
the bolt release and safety/selector lever on
the left. The markings on the selector are
very well done and include safe, semi-auto
and select-fire positions, though the latter
option is just for looks on non-law-enforcement models. The markings appear on both
— Continued on page 46
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sides, and the selector has a notch on the
right side to show the position clearly.
Sterling Arsenal normally hand-tunes
and polishes its forged fire controls and
triggers for a very crisp, single-stage
feel. My sample rifle, however, had an
upgraded competition, precision-adjustable, billet trigger with a distinct flatter
profile and an elongated design with four
circular cuts. The trigger exhibited almost
zero creep, no overtravel and an extremely
crisp 3.5-pound break.
The custom-built bolt and bolt carrier
group are fully chrome-plated for a very
hard surface that is corrosion resistant
and much easier to clean. The custom
charging handle is machined from 7075T6, RC 70, anodized billet aluminum for
strength and to match the receiver, and
it includes an extended tactical latch for
ease of operation with one hand. The gas
key on the bolt carrier group is not staked;
instead, it has been properly torqued to 56
inch-pounds and then sealed using highstrength Permatex thread-locker gel.
The rifle’s furniture was also nicely
upgraded with the latest offerings from
Magpul Industries. This includes a sixposition collapsible STR mil-spec buttstock, an ambidextrous sling adaptor plate,
the MIAD grip, an enhanced aluminum
triggerguard, an Angled Foregrip (AFG)
and a 30-round PMAG with a roundcount indicator.

Wielding The SAR-XV
On the range, the rifle performed about
the best of any I have tested, with zero
malfunctions. Two types of ammunition
averaged well below 1 MOA, and my best
group was barely over half an inch at 100
yards firing from a benchrest position
off sandbags and using a Trijicon TR20-2
AccuPoint 3-9x40mm scope with a mildot crosshair reticle.
Sterling Arsenal will custom build or
upgrade your rifle any way you like with
various barrel lengths, silencers, freefloating handguards, new stocks, billet
fire controls, muzzle devices and calibers
including 5.56mm NATO, 6.8 SPC, 300
AAC Blackout, .458 SOCOM, 9mm and
more, although, according to Luis Rose,
Sterling’s 300 BLK SBR is the most popular
model. Every Sterling Arsenal rifle comes
with a limited lifetime warranty that covers
every part down the smallest spring and
pin. For more information, call 571-9268705 or visit sterlingarsenal.com.
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